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Abstract
We introduce the problem of model selection for contextual bandits, wherein a learner must adapt
to the complexity of the optimal policy while balancing exploration and exploitation. Our main result
is a new model selection guarantee for linear contextual bandits. We work in the stochastic realizable
setting with a sequence of nested linear policy classes of dimension d1 < d2 < . . ., where the m⋆-th
class contains the optimal policy, and we design an algorithm that achieves O˜(T 2/3d1/3
m
⋆) regret with no
prior knowledge of the optimal dimension dm⋆ . The algorithm also achieves regret O˜ (T 3/4 +√Tdm⋆),
which is optimal for dm⋆ ≥
√
T . This is the first contextual bandit model selection result with non-
vacuous regret for all values of dm⋆ and, to the best of our knowledge, is the first guarantee of its type
in any contextual bandit setting. The core of the algorithm is a new estimator for the gap in best loss
achievable by two linear policy classes, which we show admits a convergence rate faster than what is
required to learn either class.
1 Introduction
Model selection is the fundamental statistical task of choosing a hypothesis class in a data-dependent manner.
The choice of hypothesis class modulates a tradeoff between approximation error and estimation error, as a
small class can be learned with less data, but may have worse asymptotic performance than a richer class. In
the classical statistical learning setting, model selection algorithms provide the following luckiness guaran-
tee: If the class of models decomposes as a nested sequence F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ ⋯Fm ⊂ F , the sample complexity of
the algorithm scales with the statistical complexity of the smallest subclass Fm⋆ containing the true model,
even though m⋆ is not known in advance. Such guarantees date back to Vapnik’s structural risk minimiza-
tion principle and are by now well-known (Vapnik, 1982, 1992; Devroye et al., 1996; Birgé and Massart,
1998; Shawe-Taylor et al., 1998; Lugosi and Nobel, 1999; Koltchinskii, 2001; Bartlett et al., 2002; Massart,
2007).1 In practice, we may use cross-validation—the de-facto model selection procedure—to decide
whether to use, e.g., a linear model, a decision tree, or a neural network. Indeed, that cross-validation
appears in essentially every machine learning pipeline highlights the necessity of model selection for suc-
cessful ML deployment.
This paper investigates model selection in contextual bandits, a simple interactive learning setting. Our main
question is: Can model selection guarantees be achieved in contextual bandit learning, where a learner must
balance exploration and exploitation to make decisions online?
Contextual bandit learning is more challenging than statistical learning on two fronts: First, decisions must
1Many of these results provide more general agnostic model selection guarantees without assuming any subclass contains the
true model. In this paper we focus on the simpler realizable/well-specified setting.
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be made online without seeing the entire dataset, and second, the learner’s actions influence what data is
observed (“bandit feedback”). Between these extremes is full-information online learning, where we do
not have to deal with bandit feedback. Even here model selection is more challenging, since the learner
cannot simply identify the appropriate model class after-the-fact, but must do so while making irrevoca-
ble decisions and incurring regret. Nevertheless, several prior works on so-called parameter-free online
learning (McMahan and Abernethy, 2013; Orabona, 2014; Koolen and Van Erven, 2015; Luo and Schapire,
2015; Foster et al., 2017; Cutkosky and Boahen, 2017) provide algorithms for online model selection with
analogous guarantees to those in statistical learning.
With bandit feedback, the learner must carefully balance exploration and exploitation, and model selection is
even more challenging. At an intuitive level, the reason is that different hypothesis classes require different
amounts of exploration, but either over- or under-exploring can incur significant regret. A detailed discussion
requires a formal setup and is deferred to Section 2. At this point, it suffices to say that prior to this work,
we are not aware of any adequate model selection guarantee that adapts results from statistical learning to
any online learning setting with partial information.
In this paper, we provide a new model selection guarantee for the linear stochastic contextual bandit set-
ting (Chu et al., 2011; Abbasi-Yadkori et al., 2011). We consider a sequence of feature maps into d1 < d2 <
. . . < dM dimensions and assume that the losses are linearly related to the contexts via the m⋆-th feature
map, so that the optimal policy is a dm⋆ -dimensional linear policy. We design an algorithm that achieves
O˜(T 2/3d1/3m⋆) regret to this optimal policy over T rounds, with no prior knowledge of dm⋆ . As this bound
has no dependence on the maximum dimensionality dM , we say that the algorithm adapts to the complexity
of the optimal policy. We know of no other algorithm that achieves similar adaptivity guarantees for this
natural and important setting: all prior approaches we are aware of suffer linear regret for some non-trivial
values of dm⋆ , while our new guarantee is sublinear whenever dm⋆ is such that the problem is learnable. Our
algorithm can also be tuned to achieve O˜ (T 3/4 +√Tdm⋆) regret, which matches the optimal rate when
dm⋆ ≥
√
T .
At a technical level, we design a sequential test to determine whether the optimal square loss for a large linear
class is substantially better than that of a smaller linear class. We show that this test has sublinear sample
complexity: while learning a near-optimal predictor in d dimensions requires at least Ω(d) labeled examples,
we can estimate the improvement in value of the optimal loss using only O(√d) examples, analogous to
variance estimation results in statistics (Dicker, 2014; Kong and Valiant, 2018). Crucially, this implies that
we can test whether or not to use the larger class without over-exploring for the smaller class.
2 Preliminaries
We work in the stochastic contextual bandit setting (Langford and Zhang, 2008; Beygelzimer et al., 2011;
Agarwal et al., 2014). There is an abstract context space X , a finite action space A ∶= {1, . . . ,K} and a
distribution D supported over (x, ℓ) pairs, where x ∈ X and ℓ ∈ RA is a loss vector. The learner interacts
with nature for T rounds, where in round t: (1) nature samples (xt, ℓt) ∼ D, (2) the learner observes xt and
chooses action at, (3) the learner observes ℓt(at). The goal of the learner is to choose actions to minimize
the cumulative loss.
Following several prior works (Chu et al., 2011; Abbasi-Yadkori et al., 2011; Agarwal et al., 2012; Li et al.,
2017), we study a variant where the learner has access to a class of regression functions F ∶ X × A → R,
and we define the Bayes optimal regressor
f⋆(x,a) ∶= E [ℓ(a) ∣ x] , ∀x,a. (1)
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As in these works, we assume that f⋆ ∈ F (“realizability”). For each regression function f we define the
induced policy πf(x) = argmina f(x,a); note that π⋆ ∶= πf⋆ is the globally optimal policy, which chooses
the best action on every context. We measure performance via regret to π⋆:
Reg ∶=
T∑
t=1
ℓt(at) − T∑
t=1
ℓt(π⋆(xt)).
Low regret is tractable here due to the realizability assumption. It is well known that the optimal regret is
Θ˜(√T ⋅ comp(F)), where comp(F) is a measure of the statistical complexity, e.g., comp(F) = log ∣F ∣ for
finite classes and comp(F) = d for d-dimensional linear classes (Agarwal et al., 2012; Chu et al., 2011).2
Model selection for contextual bandits. We aim for refined guarantees that scale with the complexity
of the optimal regressor f⋆ rather than the worst-case complexity of the class, comp(F). To this end, we
assume that F is structured as a nested sequence of classes F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ FM ∶= F , and we define
m⋆ ∶=min{m ∶ f⋆ ∈ Fm}. The model selection problem for contextual bandits asks:
Given thatm⋆ is not known in advance, can we achieve regret scaling as O˜(√T ⋅ comp(Fm⋆)), rather
than the less favorable O˜(√T ⋅ comp(F))?
A quantitatively weaker but qualitatively similar bound to aim for scales as O˜ (Tα ⋅ comp(Fm⋆)1−α) for
some α ∈ [1/2,1), again without knowing m⋆. Crucially, the exponents on T and comp(Fm⋆) sum to one,
implying that we can achieve sublinear regret whenever comp(Fm⋆) is sublinear in T , which is precisely
whenever the optimal model class is learnable. Of course, this weaker bound is also adaptive to the com-
plexity of the optimal class.
We achieve this type of guarantee in the linear setup. Specifically, we assume that each regressor class Fm
consists of linear functions of the form
Fm ∶= {(x,a) ↦ ⟨β,φm(x,a)⟩ ∣ β ∈ Rdm} ,
where φm ∶ X ×A → Rdm is a fixed feature map. To obtain a nested sequence of classes and to ensure the
complexity is monotonically increasing, we assume that d1 < d2 < . . . , dM = d and that for each m, the
feature map φm contains the map φm−1 as its first dm−1 coordinates.3 Ifm⋆ is the smallest feature map that
realizes the optimal regressor, we can write
f⋆(x,a) = ⟨β⋆, φm⋆(x,a)⟩,
where β⋆ ∈ Rdm⋆ is the optimal coefficient vector. In this setup, the optimal rate if m⋆ is known is
O˜(√Tdm⋆), obtained by LINUCB (Chu et al., 2011).4 Our main result achieves both O˜(T 2/3d1/3m⋆) regret
(i.e., α = 2/3) and O˜ (T 3/4 +√Tdm⋆) regret without knowing m⋆ in advance.
Related work. We emphasize that the model selection guarantee we seek is straightforward for full in-
formation online learning and statistical learning. A simple strategy for the former setting is to use a
low-regret online learner for each sub-class Fm and aggregate these base learners with a master HEDGE
instance (Freund and Schapire, 1997). Other strategies include parameter-free methods like ADANORMAL-
HEDGE (Luo and Schapire, 2015) and SQUINT (Koolen and Van Erven, 2015). Unfortunately, none of these
methods appear to adequately handle bandit feedback. For example, the regret bounds of parameter-free
2We are suppressing dependence onK and logarithmic dependence on T for this discussion.
3This is without loss of generality in a certain quantitative sense, since we can concatenate features without significantly increas-
ing the complexity of Fm. See Corollary 5.
4Regret scaling as O˜(
√
dT) is optimal for the finite action setting we work in. Results for the infinite action case, where regret
scales as Θ˜(d√T), are incomparable to ours.
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methods do not involve the so-called “local norms”, which are essential for achieving
√
T -regret in the
bandit setting via the usual importance weighting approach (Auer et al., 2002) (see Appendix A for more
discussions).
In the bandit setting, two approaches we are aware of also fail: the CORRAL algorithm of Agarwal et al.
(2017b), and an adaptive version of the classical ǫ-greedy strategy (Langford and Zhang, 2008). Unfortu-
nately both algorithms require tuning parameters in terms of the unknown m⋆, and naïve tuning gives a
guarantee of the form O˜(Tαcomp(Fm⋆)β) where α+β > 1. For example, for finite classes, CORRAL gives√
T log ∣Fm⋆ ∣. But this guarantee is quite weak, since it is vacuous when log ∣Fm⋆ ∣ = Θ(√T ), even though
such a class admits sublinear regret if m⋆ were known in advance (see also Appendix A). The conceptual
takeaway from these examples is that model selection for contextual bandits appears to require non-trivial
algorithmic ideas even when we are satisfied with Tαcomp(Fm⋆)1−α-type rates.
Several recent papers have developed adaptive guarantees for various contextual bandit settings. These
include: (1) adaptivity to easy data, where the optimal policy achieves low loss (Allenberg et al., 2006;
Agarwal et al., 2017a; Lykouris et al., 2018; Allen-Zhu et al., 2018), (2) adaptivity to smoothness in settings
with continuous action spaces (Locatelli and Carpentier, 2018; Krishnamurthy et al., 2019), and (3) adap-
tivity in non-stationary environments, where distribution drift parameters are unknown (Luo et al., 2018;
Cheung et al., 2019; Auer et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019). The latter results can be cast as model selection
with appropriate nested classes of time-dependent policies, but results are incomparable to our own, since
they are specialized to the non-stationary setting.
Interestingly, for multi-armed (i.e., non-contextual) bandits, several lower bounds demonstrate that model
selection is not possible. The simplest of these results is Lattimore’s pareto frontier (Lattimore, 2015), which
states that, for multi-armed bandits, if we wantO(√T) regret to a single arm instead of the usualO(√KT),
we must incur Ω(K√T ) regret to the remaining K − 1 arms. This precludes a model selection guarantee of
the form
√
T ⋅ comp(A) since for bandits, the statistical complexity is simply the number of arms. Related
lower bounds are known for Lipschitz bandits (Locatelli and Carpentier, 2018; Krishnamurthy et al., 2019).
Our results show that model selection is possible for contextual bandits, demonstrating that the two settings
are quite different.
In concurrent work, Chatterji et al. (2019) studied a similar model selection problem with two classes, where
the first class consists of allK constant policies and the second is a d-dimensional linear class. They obtain
logarithmic regret to the first class and O(√Td) regret to the second, but their assumptions on the context
distribution are strictly stronger than our own. A detailed discussion is deferred to the end of the section.
Technical preliminaries and assumptions. For a matrix A, A† denotes the pseudoinverse and ∥A∥2
denotes the spectral norm. Id denotes the identity matrix in Rd×d and ∥⋅∥p denotes the ℓp norm. We use O˜
to hide terms logarithmic inK , maxm∈[M] dm,M , and T .
For real-valued random variables z, we use the following notation for subgaussian and subexponential ran-
dom variables, following Vershynin (2012):
z ∼ subG(σ2) ⇐⇒ sup
p≥1
{p−1/2(E∣z∣p)1/p} ≤ σ, z ∼ subE(λ) ⇐⇒ sup
p≥1
{p−1(E∣z∣p)1/p} ≤ λ. (2)
When z is a random variable in Rd, we write z ∼ subGd(σ2) if ⟨θ, z⟩ ∼ subG(σ2) for all ∥θ∥2 = 1 and
z ∼ subEd(λ) if ⟨θ, z⟩ ∼ subE(λ) for all ∥θ∥2 = 1. These definitions are equivalent to many other familiar
definitions for subgaussian/subexponential random variables; see Appendix B.1.
We assume that for each m, for all a ∈ A, φm(x,a) ∼ subG(τ2m) under x ∼ D. Nestedness implies that τ1 ≤
τ2 ≤ . . ., and we assume τm ≤ τ for allm ∈ [M]. Similarly, we assume that ℓ(a) − E[ℓ(a) ∣ x] ∼ subG(σ2)
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for all a and that ∥β⋆∥ ≤ B. To keep notation clean, we assume that σ ≤ τ and B ≤ 1, which ensures that
ℓ(a) ∼ subG(4τ2); the analysis easily extends to the general case.
Finally, we require a lower bound on the eigenvalues of the second moment matrices for the feature vectors.
For each m, define Σm ∶= 1K ∑a∈AEx∼D[φm(x,a)φm(x,a)⊺]. We let γ2m ∶= λmin(Σm), where λmin(⋅)
denotes the smallest eigenvalue; nestedness implies γ1 ≥ γ2 ≥ . . .. We assume γm ≥ γ > 0 for all m ∈ [M],
and our regret bounds scale inversely proportional to γ.
Note that prior linear contextual bandit algorithms (Chu et al., 2011; Abbasi-Yadkori et al., 2011) do not
require lower bounds on the second moment matrices, while we do. As mentioned earlier, the work of
Chatterji et al. (2019) obtains stronger model selection guarantees in the case of two classes, but their result
requires a lower bound on λmin(E[φ(x,a)φ(x,a)⊺]) for all actions. Previous work suggests that advanced
exploration is not needed under such assumptions (Bastani et al., 2017; Kannan et al., 2018; Raghavan et al.,
2018), which considerably simplifies the problem.5 As such, the result should be seen as complementary to
our own. Whether model selection can be achieved without some type of eigenvalue condition remains an
interesting question.
3 Model selection for linear contextual bandits
We now present our algorithm and main result for model selection in linear contextual bandits. We call
the algorithm LIMECB for “Linear Model Elimination for Contextual Bandits”; pseudocode is displayed
in Algorithm 1.
The algorithm maintains an “active” policy class index m̂ ∈ [M]which it updates over the T rounds, starting
from m̂ = 1. The algorithm updates m̂ only when it can prove that m̂ ≠ m⋆, which is achieved through a
novel statistical test called ESTIMATERESIDUAL (Algorithm 2). In the meantime, the algorithm operates as
if m̂ = m⋆ by running a low-regret contextual bandit algorithm using the policies induced by Fm̂; we call
this policy class Πm ∶= {x ↦ argmina∈A ⟨β,φm(x,a)⟩ ∣ ∥β∥2 ≤ τ/γ}.6 Note that the low-regret algorithm
we run for Πm̂ cannot based on realizability, since Fm̂ will not contain the true regressor f⋆ until we reach
m⋆. This rules out the usual linear contextual bandit algorithms such as LINUCB, so instead we use a
variant of EXP4-IX (Neu, 2015), which is an agnostic contextual bandit algorithm and does not depend on
realizability. To deal with infinite classes, unbounded losses, and other technical issues, we require some
simple modifications to EXP4-IX; pseudocode and analysis are deferred to Appendix B.3.
3.1 Key idea: Estimating prediction error with sublinear sample complexity
Before stating the main result, we elaborate on the statistical test ESTIMATERESIDUAL used in Algorithm 1.
ESTIMATERESIDUAL estimates an upper bound on the gap between the best-in-class loss for two policy
classes: ∆i,j ∶= L⋆i −L⋆j , where L⋆i ∶=minπ∈Πi L(π). At each round, Algorithm 1 uses ESTIMATERESIDUAL
to estimate the gap ∆m̂,i for all i > m̂, and if the estimated gap is sufficiently large for some i, it sets m̂ to
5It appears that exploration is still required for linear contextual bandits under our average eigenvalue assumption. Consider
the case d = 2 and β⋆ = (1/2,1). Suppose there are four actions, and that at the first round, φ(x, ⋅) = {e1,−e1, e2,−e2}. We
can ensure that with probability 1/2, the first action played will be one of the first two. At this point a greedy strategy will always
choose e1, but the average context distribution has minimum eigenvalue 1.
6The norm constraint τ/γ guarantees that Πm contains parameter vectors arising from a certain square loss minimization
problem under our assumption that ∥β⋆∥
2
≤ 1; see Proposition 20.
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Algorithm 1 LIMECB (Linear Model Elimination for Contextual Bandits)
input:
• Feature maps {φm(⋅, ⋅)}m∈[M], where φm(x,a) ∈ Rdm , and time T ∈ N.
• Subgaussian parameter τ > 0, second moment parameter γ > 0.
• Failure probability δ ∈ (0,1), exploration parameter κ ∈ (0,1), confidence parameters. C1,C2 > 0.
definitions:
• Define δ0 = δ/10M2T 2 and µt = (K/t)κ ∧ 1.
• Define αm,t = C1 ⋅ ( τ6γ4 ⋅ d1/2m log2(2dm/δ0)Kκt1−κ + τ10γ8 ⋅ dm log(2/δ0)t ).
• Define Tminm = C2 ⋅ ( τ4γ2 ⋅ dm log(2/δ0) + log 11−κ (2/δ0) +K) + 1.
initialization:
• m̂← 1. // Index of candidate policy class.
• EXP4-IX1 ← EXP4-IX(Π1, T, δ0).
• S ← {∅}. // Times at which uniform exploration takes place.
for t = 1, . . . , T do
Receive xt.
with probability 1 − µt
Feed xt into EXP4-IXm̂ and take at to be the predicted action.
Update EXP4-IXm̂ with (xt, at, ℓt(at)).
otherwise
Sample at uniformly from A and let S ← S ∪ {t}.
/* Test whether we should move on to a larger policy class. */
Σ̂i ←
1
K ∑a∈A∑ts=1 φi(xs, a)φi(xs, a)⊺ for each i ≥ m̂. // Empirical second moment.
Hi ← {(φi(xs, as), ℓ(as))}s∈S for each i > m̂.
Êm̂,i ← ESTIMATERESIDUAL(Hi, Σ̂m̂, Σ̂i) for each i > m̂. // Gap estimate.
if there exists i > m̂ such that Êm̂,i ≥ 2αi,t and t ≥ Tmini then
Let m̂ be the smallest such i. Re-initialize EXP4-IXm̂ ← EXP4-IX(Πm̂, T, δ0).
the smallest such i for the next round. This approach is based on the following observation: For allm ≥m⋆,
L⋆m = L
⋆
m⋆ . Hence, if∆m̂,i > 0, it must be the case that m̂ ≠m
⋆, and so we should move on to a larger class.
The key challenge is to estimate∆m̂,i while ensuring low regret. Naively, we could use uniform exploration
and find a policy in Πi that has minimal empirical loss, which gives an estimate of L⋆i . Unfortunately,
this requires tuning the exploration parameter in terms of di and would compromise the regret if m̂ = m⋆.
Similar tuning issues arise with other approaches (discussed in Appendix A).
We do not estimate the gaps∆i,j directly, but instead estimate an upper bound motivated by the realizability
assumption. For eachm, define
β⋆m ∶= argmin
β∈Rdm
1
K
∑
a∈A
Ex∼D(⟨β,φm(x,a)⟩ − ℓ(a))2, (3)
and define
Ei,j ∶= 1
K
∑
a∈A
Ex∼D(⟨β⋆i , φi(x,a)⟩ − ⟨β⋆j , φj(x,a)⟩)2.7 (4)
We call Ei,j the square loss gap and we call ∆i,j the policy gap. A key lemma driving these definitions is
that the square loss gap upper bounds the policy gap.
7In Appendix C we show that β⋆m and consequently Ei,j are always uniquely defined.
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Algorithm 2 ESTIMATERESIDUAL
input: Examples {(xs, ys)}ns=1, second moment matrix estimates Σ̂ ∈ Rd×d and Σ̂1 ∈ Rd1×d1 .
Define d2 = d − d1 and
R̂ = D̂† − Σ̂†, where D̂ = ( Σ̂1 0d1×d2
0d2×d1 0d2×d2
) .
Return estimator
Ê = 1(n
2
) ∑s<t⟨Σ̂1/2R̂xsys, Σ̂1/2R̂xtyt⟩.
Lemma 1. For all i ∈ [M], and all j ≥m⋆, ∆i,j ≤√4KEi,j . Furthermore, if i, j ≥m⋆ then Ei,j = 0.
With realizability, the square loss gap behaves similarly to the policy gap in that it is non-zero whenever the
latter is non-zero, and that m⋆ has zero gap to all m ≥ m⋆. Therefore, we seek estimators for the square
loss gap Em̂,i for i > m̂. Observe that Em̂,i depends on the optimal predictors β⋆m̂, β⋆i in the two classes.
Intuitively, to estimate Em̂,i, we can solve regression problems over both classes to estimate the predictors
and plug these into the expression for E , which we call the plug-in approach. As this relies on linear
regression, it gives O(di/n) error for estimating Em̂,i with n uniform exploration samples. Unfortunately,
since the error scales linearly with the size of the larger class, we must over-explore to ensure low error, and
this compromises the regret if the smaller class is optimal.
As a key technical contribution, we design more efficient estimators for the square loss gaps Em̂,i. The
problem can be phrased more generally as follows: we receive pairs {(xs, ys)}ns=1 i.i.d. from a distribution
D ∈ ∆(Rd × R), where x ∼ subG(τ2) and y ∼ subG(σ2). Partition the feature space into x = (x(1), x(2))
where x(1) ∈ Rd1 and define:
β⋆ ∶= argmin
β∈Rd
E (⟨β,x⟩ − y)2 , β⋆1 ∶= argmin
β∈Rd1
E(⟨β,x(1)⟩ − y)2 ,
which are, respectively, the optimal linear predictor and the optimal linear predictor restricted to the first d1
dimensions. The square loss gap is E ∶= E (⟨β⋆, x⟩ − ⟨β⋆1 , x(1)⟩)2. Our problem of estimating Em̂,i clearly
falls into this general setup if we uniformly explore the actions for n rounds, then set {xs}ns=1 to be the
features obtained through the feature map φi and {ys}ns=1 to be the observed losses.
The pseudocode for our estimator is displayed in Algorithm 2. In addition to the n labeled samples, it takes
two empirical second moment matrices Σ̂ and Σ̂1 constructed via an extra set of m iid unlabeled samples,
as the estimates for Σ ∶= E [xx⊺] and Σ1 ∶= E [x(1)x(1)⊺]. The intuition is that one can write the square
loss gap as E = ∥Σ1/2RE[xy]∥2
2
where R is the population version of R̂ (see the proof of Theorem 2).
ESTIMATERESIDUAL simply replaces the second moment matrices with their empirical counterparts and
then uses the labeled examples to estimate the weighted norm of E[xy] through a U-statistic. The following
theorem gives the main sample complexity guarantee for the estimator.
Theorem 2. Suppose we take Σ̂ and Σ̂1 to be the empirical second moment matrices formed from m iid
unlabeled samples. Then once m ≥ C(d + log(2/δ))τ4/λmin(Σ), ESTIMATERESIDUAL using n labeled
samples guarantees that with probability at least 1 − δ,
∣Ê − E ∣ ≤ 1
2
E +O( σ2τ4
λ2
min
(Σ) ⋅ d1/2 log2(2d/δ)n + τ6λ4
min
(Σ) ⋅ d log(2/δ)m ⋅ ∥E[xy]∥22). (5)
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To compare with the plug-in approach, we focus on the dependence between d and n. When we apply the
result within LIMECB we will have plenty of unlabeled data, so the dependence onm is less important. The
dominant term in Theorem 2 is O˜(√d/n), a significant improvement over the O˜(d/n) rate for the plug-in
estimator. In particular, the dependence on the larger ambient dimension is much milder: we can achieve
constant error with n ≍
√
d, or in other words the estimator has sublinear sample complexity. This property
is crucial for our model selection results, as we will see in Section 3.3. The result generalizes and is inspired
by the variance estimation method of Dicker (Dicker, 2014; Kong and Valiant, 2018), which obtains a rate
of O(√d/n + 1/√n) to estimate the optimal square loss minβ∈Rd E(⟨β,x⟩ − y)2 when the second moments
are known. By estimating the square loss gap instead, we are able to avoid the 1/√n term, which critical to
achieve O˜(T 2/3d1/3m⋆) regret.
3.2 Main result
Equipped with our square loss gap estimator and with Lemma 1, we are nearly ready to state the performance
guarantee for LIMECB. Recall that the algorithm maintains an index m̂ denoting the current guess for m⋆.
We run EXP4-IX over the induced policy class Πm, mixing in some additional uniform exploration (with
probability µt at round t). We use all of the data to estimate the second moment matrices of all classes,
and we pass only the exploration data into the subroutine ESTIMATERESIDUAL. We check if there exists
some i > m̂ such that Êm̂,i ≥ 2αi,t and t ≥ Tmini , which proves Em̂,i > 0 and thus m̂ ≠ m⋆ according to the
deviation bound in Theorem 2. If so, we advance m̂ to the smallest such i, and if not, we continue with our
current guess. This leads to the following guarantee.
Theorem 3. When C1 and C2 are sufficiently large absolute constants and κ = 1/3, LIMECB guarantees
that with probability at least 1 − δ,
Reg ≤ O˜(τ4
γ3
⋅ (Tm⋆)2/3(Kdm⋆)1/3 log(2/δ)). (6)
When κ = 1/4, LIMECB guarantees that with probability at least 1 − δ,
Reg ≤ O˜(τ3
γ2
⋅K1/4(Tm⋆)3/4 log(2/δ) + τ5
γ4
⋅
√
K(Tm⋆)dm⋆ log(2/δ)). (7)
A few remarks are in order
• The two stated bounds are incomparable in general. Tracking only dependence on T and dm⋆ , the first
is O˜(T 2/3d1/3m⋆) while the latter is O˜(T 3/4+√Tdm⋆). The former is better when dm⋆ ≤ T 1/4. There is
a more general Pareto frontier that can be explored for κ ∈ [1/3,1/4], but no choice for κ dominates
the others for all values of dm⋆ .
• Recall that had we known dm⋆ we could simply run LINUCB to achieve O˜(√Tdm⋆) regret. The
bound (7) matches this oracle rate when dm⋆ >
√
T , but otherwise our guarantee is slightly worse
than the oracle rate. Nevertheless as both bounds are o(T ) whenever the oracle rate is (that is, when
dm⋆ = o(T )), the algorithm can perform model selection whenever the optimal model is learnable.
It remains open whether there is a model selection algorithm that can match the oracle rate, even for
linear contextual bandits.
• We have not optimized dependence on the condition number τ/γ or the logarithmic factors.
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• If the individual distribution parameters {τm}m∈[M] and {γm}m∈[M] are known, the algorithm can be
modified slightly so that regret scales in terms of τm⋆ and γ−1m⋆ . We present the current version simply
because knowledge of uniform upper and lower bounds is a more realistic assumption.
Improving the dependence on m⋆. Theorem 3 obtains the desired model selection guarantee for linear
classes, but the bound includes a polynomial dependence on the optimal index m⋆. This contrasts the loga-
rithmic dependence on m⋆ that can be obtained through structural risk minimization in statistical learning
(Vapnik, 1992). However, this poly(m⋆) dependence can be replaced by a single log(T ) factor with a
simple preprocessing step: Given feature maps {φm(⋅, ⋅)}m∈[M], we construct a new collection of maps{φ¯m(⋅, ⋅)}
m∈[M¯], where M¯ ≤ logT as follows. First, for i = 1, . . . , log T , take φ¯i to be the largest feature
map φm for which dm ≤ ei. Second, remove any duplicates. This preprocessing reduces the number of
feature maps to at most log(T ) while ensuring that a map of dimension O(dm⋆) that contains φm⋆ is always
available. Specifically, the preprocessing step yields the following improved regret bounds.
Theorem 4. LIMECB with preprocessing guarantees that with probability at least 1 − δ,
Reg ≤
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
O˜( τ4
γ3
⋅ T 2/3(Kdm⋆)1/3 log(2/δ)), κ = 1/3.
O˜( τ3
γ2
⋅K1/4T 3/4 log(2/δ) + τ5
γ4
⋅
√
KTdm⋆ log(2/δ)), κ = 1/4.
Non-nested feature maps. As a final variant, we note that the algorithm easily extends to the case where
feature maps are not nested. Suppose we have non-nested feature maps {φm}m∈[M], where d1 ≤ d2 ≤
. . . ≤ dM ; note that the inequality is no longer strict. In this case, we can obtain a nested collection by
concatenating φ1, . . . , φm−1 to the map φm for eachm. This process increases the dimension of the optimal
map from dm⋆ to at most dm⋆m⋆, so we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5. For non-nested feature maps, LIMECB with preprocessing guarantees that with probability at
least 1 − δ,
Reg ≤
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
O˜( τ4
γ3
⋅ T 2/3(Kdm⋆m⋆)1/3 log(2/δ)), κ = 1/3.
O˜( τ3
γ2
⋅K1/4T 3/4 log(2/δ) + τ5
γ4
⋅
√
KTdm⋆m⋆ log(2/δ)), κ = 1/4.
3.3 Proof sketch
We now sketch the proof of the main theorem, with the full proof deferred to Appendix C. We focus on
the case where M = 2 and only track dependence on T and dm, as this preserves the relevant details but
simplifies the argument. We consider two cases depending on whether f⋆ belongs to F1 or F2.
First, if f⋆ ∈ F1 then by Lemma 1 we have that E1,2 = 0. Further, via Theorem 2, we can guarantee that
we never advance to m̂ = 2 with high probability. The result then follows from the regret guarantee for
EXP4-IX using policy class Π1, and by accounting for uniform exploration.
The more challenging case is when f⋆ ∈ F2. Let T̂ denote the first round where m̂ = 2, or T if the algorithm
never advances. Here the regret is bounded as
Reg ≤ O (T 1−κ) + O˜ (√T̂ d1) + T̂∆1,2 + O˜ (√(T − T̂ )d2)
The four terms correspond to: (1) uniform exploration with probability µt ≍ t−κ in round t, (2) the EXP4-IX
regret bound for class Π1 until time T̂ , (3) the policy gap between the best policy in Π1 and the optimal
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policy π⋆ ∈ Π2, and (4) the EXP4-IX bound over class Π2 until time T . The two regret bounds (the second
and fourth terms) clearly contribute O(√Td2) to the overall regret, so we are left to bound the third term.
For this third term, observe that in round T̂ − 1, since we did not advance, we must have Ê1,2 ≤ 2α2,T̂−1.
Appealing to Theorem 2, this implies that E1,2 ≤ O(Ê1,2 + α2,T̂−1) ≤ O(α2,T̂−1). Plugging in the definition
of α2,t and applying Lemma 1, this gives
T̂∆1,2 ≤ O (T̂√E1,2) ≤ O (T̂√α2,T̂−1) = O (T 1+κ2 d1/42 ) . (8)
This establishes the result. In particular, with κ = 1/3 we obtain O˜(T 2/3+√Td2+T 2/3d1/42 ) ≤ O˜(T 2/3d1/32 )
regret, and with κ = 1/4 we obtain O˜(T 3/4 +√Td2 + T 5/8d1/42 ) = O˜(T 3/4 +√Td2).8
The sublinear estimation rate for ESTIMATERESIDUAL (Theorem 2) plays a critical role in this argument.
With the O˜(d/n) rate for the naïve plug-in estimator, we could at best set αt,2 = d2/t1−κ, but this would
degrade the dimension dependence in (8) from d1/42 to
√
d2. Unfortunately, this results in T 1−κ +
√
d2T
1+κ
2
regret, which is not a meaningful model selection result, since there is no choice for κ ∈ (0,1) for which the
exponents on d2 and T sum to one for both terms.
4 Discussion
This paper initiates the study of model selection tradeoffs in contextual bandits. We provide the first model
selection algorithm for the linear contextual bandits setting, which we show achieves O˜ (T 2/3d1/3m⋆) when
the optimal model is a dm⋆ -dimensional linear function. The algorithm therefore adapts to the complexity
of the optimal model and demonstrates that we can perform model selection with any learnable class. Yet a
number of intriguing questions remain:
1. Is it possible to achieve O˜ (√Tdm⋆) regret in our setup? This would show that the price for model
selection is negligible.
2. Is it possible to generalize our results beyond linear classes? Specifically, given regressor classes
F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ FM and assuming the optimal model f⋆ belongs to Fm⋆ for some unknown m⋆, is
there a contextual bandit algorithm that achieve O˜ (Tα ⋅ comp1−α(Fm⋆)) regret for some α ∈ [1/2,1)?
More ambitiously, can we achieve O˜ (√T ⋅ comp(Fm⋆))?
The LIMECB strategy raises a particular concrete question: For what classes F can we estimate the residual
at a sublinear rate, and is this necessary for contextual bandit model selection? Any sublinear guarantee
will lead to non-trivial model selection through a strategy along the lines of LIMECB. Interestingly, it is
already known that for certain (e.g., sparse linear) classes, sublinear residual estimation is not possible
(Verzelen and Gassiat, 2018). On the other hand, positive results are available for certain nonparametric
classes (Brown et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008).
We believe these questions are technically challenging and practically important because model selection is
instrumental to the success of ML deployments, yet few related results exist for partial feedback settings. We
are hopeful that positive results here will extend to interactive learning settings beyond contextual bandits.
8Note that if d2 ≤
√
T then T 5/8d1/4
2
≤ T 3/4, but if d2 ≥
√
T then T 5/8d1/4
2
≤ √Td2.
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A Omitted details for Section 2
In this section we provide more detail on why some natural approaches do not provide a satisfactory resolu-
tion to the model selection problem for contextual bandits. We consider a more general setup here, where
the learner is given a set of policy classes Π1, . . . ,ΠM , each of which contains a set of arbitrary mappings
from the context space X to A. The (expected) regret to classm is
Reg(Πm) ∶= T∑
t=1
E [ℓt(at)] − min
π∈Πm
T∑
t=1
E [ℓt(π(xt))] .
Let m⋆ ∶= argminmminπ∈Πm∑Tt=1E [ℓt(π(xt))] be the index of the class containing the optimal policy.
The goal is to achieve Reg(Πm⋆) = O (Tα ⋅ comp1−α(Πm⋆)) for some α ∈ [1/2,1) without knowing m⋆
ahead of time (ignoring the dependence on K). Our realizable linear setting is clearly a special case of this
setup. It is well-known that the desired model selection guarantee can be achieved in the full-information
online learning setting, and below we discuss the difficulties of extending these approaches to the bandit
setting and also why some natural approaches fail even when M = 2. For simplicity we consider finite
classes so the complexity of Πm is measured by log ∣Πm∣.
A.1 Running HEDGE with all policy classes
The classical algorithm EXP4 (Auer et al., 2002) for contextual bandit is based on the full-information al-
gorithm HEDGE (Freund and Schapire, 1997). Fix a policy class Π. At each time t, EXP4 computes a
distribution pt over the policies in Π using the exponential weight update rule:
pt(π) ∝ p0(π) exp(η∑
τ<t
ℓˆτ(π(xτ ))) ,
where η is a learning rate parameter, p0 is a prespecified prior distribution over the policies, and ℓˆτ is
the importance-weighted loss estimator, defined as ℓˆτ(a) ∶= ℓτ (a)I{aτ=a}∑π∈Π∶π(xτ )=a pτ(π) , ∀a. EXP4 ensures for any
π⋆ ∈ Π,
T∑
t=1
E [ℓt(at)] − T∑
t=1
E [ℓt(π⋆(xt))] ≤ log ( 1p0(π⋆))
η
+ ηE [ T∑
t=1
∑
π∈Π
pt(π)ℓˆt(π(xt))2] (9)
≤
log ( 1
p0(π⋆))
η
+ ηTK.
Now consider running this algorithm with Π ∶= ⋃Mm=1Πm. With a uniform prior and the optimal tuning of η,
this leads to for allm,
Reg(Πm) = O⎛⎜⎝
¿ÁÁÀTK log ( M∑
m=1
∣Πm∣)⎞⎟⎠
a clearly undesirable bound. On the other hand, if we set p0(π) ∶= 1/(M ∣Πm∣) form such that π ∈ Πm, then
we have for allm,
Reg(Πm) ≤ log (M ∣Πm∣)
η
+ ηTK.
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With oracle tuning for η this would gives us Reg(Πm⋆) = Reg ≤ O(√TK log ∣Fm⋆ ∣) as we desire. The
issue is, of course, that tuning requires knowing m⋆ ahead of time. One can instead simply set η = 1/√TK
and obtain for allm,
Reg(Πm) = O (√TK log (M ∣Πm∣)) ,
which is not a satisfactory model selection guarantee. In particular this bound is vacuous when log ∣Fm⋆ ∣ =
Ω(√T ), even though we could have achieved sublinear regret with knowledge ofm⋆.
A natural next step would be to apply an individual learning rate ηm for each class separately, with the hope
of achieving for allm,
Reg(Πm) = log (M ∣Πm∣)
ηm
+ ηmTK,
which will then solve the problem by setting ηm =
√
log(∣Πm∣)/(TK). However, we are not aware of
any existing approaches that achieve this guarantee. The closest guarantee (achieved by some variants of
HEDGE (Gaillard et al., 2014; Koolen and Van Erven, 2015)) is that for allm and πm ∈ Πm,
T∑
t=1
E [ℓt(at)] − T∑
t=1
E [ℓt(πm(xt))] ≤ log (M ∣Πm∣)
ηm
+ ηmE [ T∑
t=1
(ℓt(at) − ℓˆt(πm(xt)))2]
≤
log (M ∣Πm∣)
ηm
+ 2ηmT + 2ηmE [ T∑
t=1
ℓˆt(πm(xt))2] .
Unfortunately, this does not enjoy the useful local norm term as in (9) and in particular the last term involving
the second moment of the loss estimator can be prohibitively large. Common fixes (such as forcing a small
amount of uniform exploration) all lead to further tuning issues.
A.2 Aggregating via CORRAL
Next we briefly describe the issue of using CORRAL (Agarwal et al., 2017b) to aggregate multiple instances
of EXP4. In short, using Theorem 4 of (Agarwal et al., 2017b), one can verify that this approach ensures for
allm,
Reg(Πm) = O˜ (M
η
+ Tη −
ρm
η
+
√
TK log(∣Πm∣)ρm) ,
for a fixed parameter η and a certain data-dependent quantity ρm. Using the AM-GM inequality to upper
bound the last term by ηTK log(∣Πm∣) + ρm/η, and canceling with the third term, we have Reg(Πm) =
O˜ (M
η
+ ηTK log(∣Πm∣)). At this point, one can see that the tuning issues similar to those discussed in the
previous section appear and again there is no obvious fix.
A.3 Adaptive ǫ-greedy
Here we present a natural adaptation of an ǫ-greedy algorithm for model selection with two classes ∣Π1∣ ≪∣Π2∣. The algorithm does not achieve a satisfactory model selection guarantee, but we include the analysis
because it demonstrates some of the difficulties with parameter tuning, even for suboptimal algorithms where
the best rate one could hope to achieve is O(T 2/3comp(Fm⋆)1/3).
Pseudocode is displayed in Algorithm 3. The algorithm operates in the stochastic setting, where we have(xt, ℓt) ∼ D on each round for some distribution D. Define L(π) ∶= E(x,ℓ)∼D [ℓ(π(x))], and let π⋆i ∶=
argminπ∈Πi L(π). We assume that losses are bounded in [0,1].
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Algorithm 3 An adaptive explore-first algorithm.
Inputs: T , policy classes Π1,Π2 with ∣Π1∣ ≤ ∣Π2∣.
Set t1 ∶= ⌈T 2/3(K log ∣Π1∣)1/3⌉, t2 ∶= ⌈T 2/3(K log ∣Π2∣)1/3⌉.
Set ∆ ∶= Ω(( K
T log(T ∣Π1))1/3√log(T ∣Π2∣)).
for t = 1, . . . , t1 do
Observe xt choose at ∼ Unif(A), observe ℓt(at).
Define Lˆ1 ∶ π ↦∑t1t=1 ℓt(at)1{π(xt) = at}. Set
πˆ1 ∶= argmin
π∈Π1
Lˆ1(π), πˆ2 ∶= argmin
π∈Π2
Lˆ1(π)
if Lˆ1(πˆ1) ≤ Lˆ1(πˆ2) +∆ then
Use πˆ1 to select actions for the rest of time.
else
Explore uniformly for a total of t2 rounds, let πˆ
(2)
2
∶= argminπ∈Π2 ∑t2t=1 ℓt(at)1{π(xt) = at}, and use
πˆ
(2)
2 to select actions for the rest of time.
The algorithm consists of an exploration phase, a statistical test, possibly a second exploration phase de-
pending on the outcome of the test, and then an exploitation phase. The intuition is that we first explore for
t1 rounds, where t1 is the optimal hyperparameter choice for the smaller class Π1 (smaller classes require
less exploration). Then we perform a statistical test to determine if Π1 can achieve loss that is competitive
with Π2. If it can, we simply exploit with Π1 for the rest of the rounds. Otherwise we continue exploring
for a total of t2 rounds, where t2 is the optimal hyperparameter for Π2. We finish by exploiting with the
empirical risk minimizer for Π2.
Proposition 6. In the stochastic setting, Algorithm 3 achieves, simultaneously with probability 1 − 1/T .
Reg(Π1) ≤ O˜ (T 2/3(K log ∣Π1∣)1/3) , Reg(Π2) ≤ O˜ (T 2/3K1/3 log1/2 ∣Π2∣
log1/3 ∣Π1∣) ,
where O˜(⋅) suppresses logarithmic dependence on T .
Note that this is not a satisfactory model selection guarantee, since the exponents on T and the policy
complexity for Π2 do not sum to 1 as we would like. Conceptually, if the algorithm exploits with a fixed
policy, it must first determine whether Π2 offers much lower loss than Π1 so that it can decide which
class to use for exploitation. To make this determination, it must estimate the optimal loss for both classes.
Unfortunately, with too little exploration data, we will significantly underestimate the loss for Π2, and with
too much data we will compromise the regret bound for Π1. We are aware of no approach to balance these
competing objectives with this style of algorithm.
Proof of Proposition 6. Define Lˆ2 ∶ π ↦ ∑t2t=1 ℓt(at)1{π(xt) = at}. We will only use Lˆ2 in the event that
we continue to explore after the test. Via Bernstein’s inequality (and the fact that the deviation is at most 1),
the following inequalities all hold with probability at least 1 − δ:
∀j ∈ [2],∀π ∈ Πi ∶ ∣L(π) − Lˆj(π)∣ ≤ c¿ÁÁÀK log(∣Πi∣/δ)
tj
,
∀i ∈ [2] ∶ ∣L(π⋆i ) − Lˆ1(π⋆i )∣ ≤ c√K log(1/δ)
t1
.
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Note that the second inequality does not use uniform convergence, and it applies only to π⋆i . Appealing
to the standard explore-first analysis, we know that the regret bound for Π1 is achieved if we exploit with
πˆ1, and similarly for Π2 if we exploit with πˆ
(2)
2 . We are left to verify the other two cases. Let us consider
Reg(Π2) when we only explore for t1 rounds. We have
Reg(Π2) = t1 + (T − t1) (L(πˆ1) −L(π⋆2))
≤ t1 + T
⎛⎝c
√
K log(∣Π1∣/δ)
t1
+∆ + c
√
K log(1/δ)
t1
⎞⎠
≤ t1 + 2c
√
KT log(∣Π1∣/δ)
t1
+ T∆
Here we use the two concentration inequalities above, the fact that Lˆ1(π⋆2) ≥ Lˆ1(πˆ2) and the fact that the
test succeeded. Note that we did not require uniform convergence over Π2 for this argument.
Now let us consider Reg(Π1) when we explore for t2 rounds.
Reg(Π1) = t2 + (T − t2)(L(πˆ(2)2 ) −L(π⋆1))
≤ t2 + (T − t2)⎛⎝c
√
K log(∣Π2∣/δ)
t2
+L(π⋆2) − Lˆ1(πˆ1) + c√K log(1/δ)t1 ⎞⎠
≤ t2 + (T − t2)⎛⎝c
√
K log(∣Π2∣/δ)
t2
+ c
√
K log(∣Π2∣/δ)
t1
+ Lˆ1(πˆ2) − Lˆ1(πˆ1) + c√K log(1/δ)
t1
⎞⎠
≤ 4c(T − t2)√K log(∣Π2∣/δ)
t1
− (T − t2)∆,
where we have used that t2 is lower order than the deviation bound term, since t1 is much smaller. Now, if
we want to obtain the regret bound to Π1, we must set:
∆ ≥ 4c
√
K log(∣Π2∣/δ)
t1
−Ω((K log(∣Π1∣/δ)/T )1/3) = Ω⎛⎝( KT log(∣Π1∣/δ))
1/3√
log(∣Π2∣/δ)⎞⎠ ,
but this gives the stated, weak, regret bound for Π2, when we take δ = 1/T .
B Preliminaries for main results
This section consists of self-contained technical results used to prove the main theorem.
B.1 Properties of subgaussian and subexponential random variables
Here we state some standard facts about subgaussian and subexponential random variables that will be used
throughout the analysis. The reader may consult e.g., Vershynin (2012), for proofs.
Note that if z ∼ subGd(τ2) then we clearly have ⟨z, θ⟩ ∼ subG(τ2∥θ∥22) and likewise if z ∼ subEd(λ) then⟨z, θ⟩ ∼ subE(λ∥θ∥2). Furthermore, if z ∼ subGd(σ2), then E[zz⊺] ⪯ σ2 ⋅ Id.
Proposition 7. There exist universal constants c1, c2, c3 > 0 such that for any random variable z ∼ subG(σ2),
the following hold:
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• Pr(∣z∣ > t) ≤ 2e− t2c1σ2 ∀t ≥ 0.
• E[exp(c2∣z∣2/σ2)] ≤ 2.
• If E[z] = 0, E[exp(sz)] ≤ exp(c3s2σ2) ∀s ∈ Rd.
Moreover, there is some universal constant c4 such that if any of the above properties hold, then z ∼
subG(c4σ2)
Proposition 8. There exist universal constants c1, c2, c3 > 0 such that for any random variable z ∼ subE(λ),
the following hold:
• Pr(∣z∣ > t) ≤ 2e− tc1λ ∀t ≥ 0.
• If E[z] = 0, E[exp(sz)] ≤ exp(c2s2λ2) ∀s ∶ ∣s∣ ≤ 1c3λ .
Moreover, there is some universal constant c4 such that if any of the above properties hold, then z ∼
subE(c4λ)
Proposition 9. There is a universal constant c > 0 such that the following hold:
• If z ∼ subG(σ2), z −E[z] ∼ subG(4σ2), and if z ∼ subE(λ), z −E[z] ∼ subE(2λ).
• If z ∼ subG(σ2), then z2 − E[z2] ∼ subE(c ⋅ σ2).
• If z1 ∼ subG(σ21) and z2 ∼ subG(σ22), then z1z2 − E[z1z2] ∼ subE(c ⋅ σ1σ2).
Proposition 10 (Bernstein’s inequality for subexponential random variables). Let z1, . . . , zn be independent
mean-zero random variables with zi ∼ subE(λ) for all i, and let Z = ∑ni=1 zi. Then for some universal
constant c > 0,
Pr(∣Z ∣ ≥ t) ≤ 2exp(−c( t2
λ2n
∧
t
λ
)).
In particular, with probability at least 1 − δ, ∣Z ∣ ≤ O(√nλ2 log(2/δ) + λ log(2/δ)).
Lemma 11. Let z1, . . . zn be i.i.d. draws of a mean-zero random variable z ∼ subEd(λ), and let Zi = ∑it=1 zt.
Then with probability at least 1 − δ,
max
i∈[n]∥Zi∥2 ≤ O(λ√dn log(2d/δ) + λd1/2 log(2d/δ)).
Proof of Lemma 11. We first claim that for any s > 0, the sequence Xi ∶= es∥Zi∥2 is a non-negative sub-
martingale. Indeed, using Jensen’s inequality, we have
E[Xi ∣ z1, . . . , zi−1] = E[es∥∑it=1 zt∥2 ∣ z1, . . . , zi−1] ≥ E[es∥∑i−1t=1 zt∥2 ∣ z1, . . . , zi−1] =Xi−1.
Thus, applying the Chernoff method along with Doob’s maximal inequality, we have
Pr(max
i∈[n]∥Zi∥2 > t) ≤ E[exp(s∥ n∑t=1 zt∥2 − st)].
We apply the bound
E[exp(s∥ n∑
t=1
zt∥
2
)] ≤ E[exp(s√d∥ n∑
t=1
zt∥
∞
)] ≤ d∑
k=1
E[exp(s√d∣⟨ n∑
t=1
zt, ek⟩∣)],
where ek is the kth standard basis vector. Since zt ∼ subEd(λ) and {zt} are independent, the latter quantity
is bounded by
2d ⋅ exp(Cs2dλ2n),
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so long as s ≤ 1/cλ√d, for absolute constants C, c > 0. We set s∝ t
dλ2n
∧
1
λ
√
d
to conclude
Pr(max
i∈[n]∥Zi∥2 > t) ≤ 2d ⋅ e−C( t2dλ2n∨ tλ√d).
Or in other words, with probability at least 1 − δ,
max
i∈[n]∥Zi∥2 ≤ O(λ√dn log(2d/δ) + λd1/2 log(2d/δ)).
B.2 Second moment matrix estimation
In this section we give some standard results for the rate at which the empirical correlation matrix approaches
the population correlation matrix for subgaussian random variables. Let x ∼ subGd(τ2) be a subgaussian
random variable and let Σ = E[xx⊺]. Let x1, . . . , xn be i.i.d. draws from x, and let Σ̂ = 1n ∑nt=1 xtx⊺t .
Proposition 12. Suppose x ∼ subGd(τ2) and Σ = I . Then with probability at least 1 − δ,
1 − ε ≤ λ
1/2
min
(Σ̂) ≤ λ1/2max(Σ̂) ≤ 1 + ε, (10)
where ε ≤ 50τ2
√
d+log(2/δ)
n
.
Proof of Proposition 12. Tracking constants carefully, equation (5.23) in Vershynin (2012) establishes that
with probability at least 1 − 2e−
ct2
τ4 , ∥Σ̂ − I∥
2
≤ ε ∨ ε2,
where ε = Cτ2
√
d
n
+
t√
n
, and c > 10−3 and C ≤ 25 are absolute constants. The result follows by Vershynin
(2012), Lemma 5.36.
Proposition 13. Let Σ be positive definite, and suppose Σ̂ is such that
1 − ε ≤ λ
1/2
min(Σ−1/2Σ̂Σ−1/2) ≤ λ1/2max(Σ−1/2Σ̂Σ−1/2) ≤ 1 + ε,
where ε ≤ 1/2. Then the following inequality holds:
1 − 2ε ≤ λ
1/2
min
(Σ1/2Σ̂−1Σ1/2) ≤ λ1/2max(Σ1/2Σ̂−1Σ1/2) ≤ 1 + 2ε,
and furthermore,
∥Σ̂ −Σ∥
2
≤ λmax(Σ) ⋅ 3ε, (11)∥Σ̂−1 −Σ−1∥
2
≤
6ε
λmin(Σ) , (12)∥Σ−1/2Σ̂Σ−1/2 − I∥
2
≤ 3ε, (13)
∥Σ1/2Σ̂−1Σ1/2 − I∥
2
≤ 6ε. (14)
Proof of Proposition 13. To begin, note that the assumed inequality immediately implies that Σ̂−1 is well-
defined and that
1 − 2ε ≤ λ
1/2
min
(Σ1/2Σ̂−1Σ1/2) ≤ λ1/2max(Σ1/2Σ̂−1Σ1/2) ≤ 1 + 2ε,
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using the elementary fact that (1 − ε)−1 ≤ 1 + 2ε and (1 + ε)−1 ≥ 1 − 2ε when ε ≤ 1/2. This inequality and
the assumed inequality, together with Lemma 5.36 of Vershynin (2012) imply that
∥Σ−1/2Σ̂Σ−1/2 − I∥
2
≤ 3ε, and ∥Σ1/2Σ̂−1Σ1/2 − I∥
2
≤ 6ε.
Finally, observe that we can write
∥Σ̂ −Σ∥
2
= ∥Σ1/2(Σ−1/2Σ̂Σ−1/2 − I)Σ1/2∥
2
≤ λmax(Σ) ⋅ ∥Σ−1/2Σ̂Σ−1/2 − I∥
2
,
and ∥Σ̂−1 −Σ−1∥
2
= ∥Σ−1/2(Σ1/2Σ̂−1Σ1/2 − I)Σ−1/2∥
2
≤
1
λmin(Σ) ⋅ ∥Σ1/2Σ̂−1Σ1/2 − I∥2.
This establishes the result.
B.3 Agnostic contextual bandit algorithm for Natarajan classes (EXP4-IX)
Algorithm 4 EXP4-IX with Natarajan class and anytime guarantee
Input: policy class Π with Natarajan dimension d, maximum number of rounds T , confidence parameter
δ.
for k = 0,1, . . . do
Explore uniformly at random for nk =
√
2kd log (TK
δ
) rounds.
t ← 2k + nk, ηk ←
√
d log(TK
δ
)
2kK
.
Let Πk ∈ Π be the set of unique policies witnessed by x2k , . . . , xt−1 (choose a representative from each
equivalence class).
Initialize Pt to be the uniform distribution over Πk.
while t < 2k+1 do
Receive xt, sample an action at ∼ Pt(⋅∣xt), and observe ℓt(at).
Compute Pt+1 such that Pt+1(π)∝ Pt(π) exp(−2ηk( ℓt(at)b +1)1{at=π(xt)}Pt(at∣xt)+ηk ) , ∀π ∈ Πk.
t← t + 1.
Here we present a variant of the EXP4-IX algorithm (Neu, 2015), originally proposed for achieving high-
probability regret bounds for contextual bandits with a finite policy class and bounded non-negative losses.
There are three main differences in the variant we present here (see Algorithm 4 for the pseudocode).
First, for our application we need an “anytime” regret guarantee that holds for any time T ′ ≤ T . This can be
simply achieved by a standard doubling trick. Specifically, we run the algorithm on an exponential epoch
schedule (that is, epoch k lasts for 2k rounds) and restart EXP4-IX at the beginning of each epoch with new
parameters.
Second, our policy class is infinite, but with a finite Natarajan dimension d. For the two-action case with
a VC class, Beygelzimer et al. (2011) gave a solution to this problem for stochastic contextual bandits. We
extend their approach to Natarajan classes. Specifically, in epoch k we spend the first nk rounds collecting
contexts (while picking actions arbitrarily). Then we form a finite policy subset Πk by picking one represen-
tative from each equivalence class (that is, all policies that behave exactly the same on these contexts), and
play EXP4-IX using this finite policy class Πk for the rest of the epoch.
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Finally, in our setting losses are subgaussian and potentially unbounded. However, since with high prob-
ability they are bounded essentially by the subgaussian parameter (see Proposition 19), we simply pick
b = O (τ log1/2 (TK
δ
)) such that with probability at least 1 − δ/3, maxa∈A,t∈[T ]∣ℓt(a)∣ ≤ b, and transform
every loss ℓ(a) as ℓ(a)/b + 1, which with high probability falls in [0,2]. The rest of the algorithm is the
same as the original EXP4-IX. Note that we use the notation Pt(a∣xt) to denote ∑π∶π(xt)=a Pt(π).
The regret guarantee for Algorithm 4 is as follows.
Proposition 14. With probability at least 1 − δ, Algorithm 4 ensures for any T ′ = 1, . . . , T and any π ∈ Π,
T ′∑
t=1
ℓt(at) − ℓt(π(xt)) = O (τ√T ′Kd log (TK
δ
))
Proof of Proposition 14. We condition on the event maxa∈A,t∈[T ]∣ℓt(a)∣ ≤ b which happens with probabil-
ity at least 1 − δ/3. Following (Neu, 2015), with probability at least 1 − δ/3 we have for any T ′ and any
π ∈ Πk (where k is the epoch containing T ′),
T ′∑
t=2k
ℓt(at) − ℓt(π(xt)) = O⎛⎝bnk + b
√
2kK (log ∣Πk ∣ + log (TK
δ
))⎞⎠ .
Sauer’s lemma for classes with finite Natarajan dimension (Ben-David et al., 1995; Haussler and Long,
1995) gives log ∣Πk ∣ ≤ d log (nke(K+1)22d ). Together with the choice of nk this gives
T ′∑
t=2k
ℓt(at) − ℓt(π(xt)) = O ⎛⎝b
√
2kKd log (TK
δ
)⎞⎠ .
On the other hand, following Beygelzimer et al. (2011) we have with probability at least 1 − δ/3,
min
π∈Πk
T ′∑
t=2k
ℓt(π(xt)) ≤min
π∈Π
T ′∑
t=2k
ℓt(π(xt)) +O (b2kd
nk
log (TK
δ
))
≤min
π∈Π
T ′∑
t=2k
ℓt(π(xt)) +O⎛⎝b
√
2kd log (TK
δ
)⎞⎠ .
Combining these inequalities gives
T ′∑
t=2k
ℓt(at) ≤min
π∈Π
T ′∑
t=2k
ℓt(π(xt)) +O ⎛⎝b
√
2kKd log (TK
δ
)⎞⎠ .
Summing up regret in each epoch, using b = O (τ log1/2 (TK
δ
)), and applying a union bound leads to the
result.
B.4 Natarajan dimension for linear policy classes
Proposition 15 (Daniely et al. (2015)). Let φ(x,a) ∈ Rd be a fixed feature map and consider the policy
class
Π =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩x ↦ argmaxa∈[K] ⟨β,φ(x,a)⟩ ∣ β ∈ Rd
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭.
The Natarajan dimension of Π is at most O(d log d).
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C Proofs from Section 3
C.1 Square loss residual estimation
In this section we give self-contained results on estimating the square loss in a linear regression setup,
extending the results of Dicker (2014) and Kong and Valiant (2018). Our main result here is the sample
complexity bound for ESTIMATERESIDUAL described in Section 3
We first recall the abstract setting. We receive pairs (x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn) i.i.d. from a distribution D ∈
∆(Rd ×R), where x ∼ subGd(τ2) and y ∼ subG(σ2). Define Σ ∶= E[xx⊺], and assume Σ ≻ 0. Let β⋆ ∈ Rd
be the predictor that minimizes prediction error:
β⋆ ∶= argmin
β∈Rd
E(⟨β,x⟩ − y)2.
Suppose x can be partitioned into features x = (x(1), x(2)), where x(1) ∈ Rd1 and x(2) ∈ Rd2 , and d1+d2 = d.
We define β⋆1 to be the optimal predictor when we regress only onto the features x(1):
β⋆1 ∶= argmin
β∈Rd1
E(⟨β,x(1)⟩ − y)2.
Our goal is to estimate the residual error incurred by restricting to the features x(1):
E ∶= E(⟨β⋆1 , x(1)⟩ − ⟨β⋆, x⟩)2.
ESTIMATERESIDUAL (Algorithm 2) estimates E with sample complexity sublinear in d whenever good es-
timates for the matrices Σ and Σ1 ∶= E[x(1)x(1)⊺] are available.9 The performance is stated in Theorem 16.
The result here is a more general version of Theorem 2, which is proven as a corollary at the send of the
section.
Theorem 16. Suppose the correlation matrix estimates Σ̂ and Σ̂1 are such that
1 − ε ≤ λ
1/2
min
(Σ−1/2Σ̂Σ−1/2) ≤ λ1/2max(Σ−1/2Σ̂Σ−1/2) ≤ 1 + ε,
and
1 − ε ≤ λ
1/2
min
(Σ−1/21 Σ̂1Σ−1/21 ) ≤ λ1/2max(Σ−1/21 Σ̂1Σ−1/21 ) ≤ 1 + ε,
where ε ≤ 1/2. Then ESTIMATERESIDUAL guarantees that with probability at least 1 − δ,
∣Ê − E ∣ ≤ 1
2
E +O(λmax(Σ)
λ2
min
(Σ) ⋅ σ2τ2d1/2 log2(2d/δ)n + λmax(Σ)λ2
min
(Σ) ∥E[xy]∥22 ⋅ ε2). (15)
Proof of Theorem 16. We begin by giving an expression for E that will make the choice of estimator more
transparent. Let
D = ( Σ1 0d1×d2
0d2×d1 0d2×d2
) ,
and let R = D† − Σ−1. Observe that by first-order conditions, we may take β⋆ = Σ−1E[xy] and β⋆1 =
Σ−11 E[x(1)y]. Moreover, for any x, we may write ⟨β⋆1 , x(1)⟩ = ⟨D†E[xy], x⟩. Consequently, we have
E = E(⟨D†E[xy], x⟩ − ⟨Σ−1E[xy], x⟩)2 = E⟨RE[xy], x⟩2 = ∥Σ1/2RE[xy]∥2
2
.
9Note that Σ1 ≻ 0.
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With this representation, it is clear that if Σ̂ = Σ and Σ̂1 = Σ1, then Ê is an unbiased estimator for E . Our
proof has two parts: We first show that Ê concentrates around its expectation, then bound the bias due to Σ̂
and Σ̂1.
For concentration, we appeal to Lemma 17. Note that λmin(Σ1) ≥ λmin(Σ) and λmax(Σ1) ≤ λmax(Σ); this
can be seen using the variational representation for the eigenvalues. Consequently by Proposition 13 we
have that
λmax(Σ̂) ∨ λmax(Σ̂1) ≤ O(λmax(Σ)), and, λmin(Σ̂) ∧ λmin(Σ̂1) ≥ Ω(λmin(Σ)).
This implies that ∥Σ̂1/2R̂∥
2
≤ O(λ1/2max(Σ)/λmin(Σ)),
and so by Proposition 9, it follows that the random variable Σ̂1/2R̂xy − E[Σ̂1/2R̂xy] has subexponential
parameter of order O(στλ1/2max(Σ)/λmin(Σ)). Thus, by Lemma 17, we have that with probability at least
1 − δ,
∣Ê − E[Ê]∣ ≤ O⎛⎝λmax(Σ)λ2min(Σ) σ
2τ2d1/2 log2(2d/δ)
n
+
λ
1/2
max(Σ)
λmin(Σ) στ∥Σ̂
1/2R̂E[xy]∥
2
log(2/δ)√
n
⎞⎠.
But note that since ∥Σ̂1/2R̂E[xy]∥
2
=
√
E[Ê], we can apply the AM-GM inequality to deduce
∣Ê −E[Ê]∣ ≤ 1
8
E[Ê] +O(λmax(Σ)
λ2min(Σ) ⋅ σ
2τ2d1/2 log2(2d/δ)
n
).
We now bound the error from E[Ê] to E . With the shorthand µ = E[xy], observe that we have
E[Ê] − E = ⟨R̂Σ̂R̂µ,µ⟩ − ⟨RΣRµ,µ⟩
= 2⟨(R̂ −R)Σ̂Rµ,µ⟩ + ⟨R(Σ̂ −Σ)Rµ,µ⟩ + ⟨(R̂ −R)Σ̂(R̂ −R)µ,µ⟩.
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz to each term, we get an upper bound of
∣E[Ê] − E ∣ ≤ 2∥Σ−1/2Σ̂(R − R̂)µ∥
2
∥Σ1/2Rµ∥
2
+ ∥Σ−1/2(Σ − Σ̂)Rµ∥
2
∥Σ1/2Rµ∥
2
+ ∥Σ̂1/2(R − R̂)µ∥2
2
.
Since ∥Σ1/2Rµ∥
2
=
√E , we can apply the AM-GM inequality to each of the first two terms to conclude that
∣E[Ê] − E ∣ ≤ 1
8
E +O(∥Σ−1/2Σ̂(R − R̂)µ∥2
2
+ ∥Σ−1/2(Σ − Σ̂)R̂µ∥2
2
+ ∥Σ̂1/2(R − R̂)µ∥2
2
). (16)
To proceed, we first collect a number of spectral properties, all of which follow from the assumptions in the
theorem statement and Proposition 13:
∥Σ−1/2Σ̂∥
2
= ∥Σ−1/2Σ̂Σ−1/2Σ1/2∥
2
≤ (1 + ε)∥Σ1/2∥
2
≤ O(λ1/2max(Σ)),∥R̂∥
2
≤ O(1/λmin(Σ)),∥R − R̂∥
2
≤ ∥Σ̂−11 −Σ−11 ∥2 + ∥Σ̂−1 −Σ−1∥2 ≤ O(ε/λmin(Σ)),∥Σ−1/2Σ̂Σ−1/2 − I∥
2
≤ O(ε).
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We now bound the terms in (16) one by one. Using the spectral bounds above, we have
∥Σ−1/2Σ̂(R − R̂)µ∥2
2
≤ ∥Σ−1/2Σ̂∥2
2
∥µ∥22 ⋅ ∥R − R̂∥22 ≤ O(λmax(Σ)λ2
min
(Σ) ∥µ∥22 ⋅ ε2),
∥Σ−1/2(Σ − Σ̂)R̂µ∥2
2
≤ ∥Σ∥2∥R̂∥22∥µ∥22 ⋅ ∥Σ−1/2Σ̂Σ−1/2 − I∥22 ≤ O(λmax(Σ)λ2
min
(Σ) ∥µ∥22 ⋅ ε2),
∥Σ̂1/2(R − R̂)µ∥2
2
≤ ∥Σ̂∥
2
∥µ∥22 ⋅ ∥R − R̂∥22 ≤ O(λmax(Σ)λ2
min
(Σ) ∥µ∥22 ⋅ ε2).
We conclude that ∣E[Ê] − E ∣ ≤ 1
8
E +O(λmax(Σ)
λ2
min
(Σ) ∥µ∥22 ⋅ ε2),
which yields the result.
Lemma 17. Let z be a random variable such that z − E[z] ∼ subEd(λ), and let z1, . . . , zn be i.i.d. copies.
Define
W =∑
i<j
⟨zi, zj⟩.
Then with probability at least 1 − δ,
∣W − E[W ]∣ ≤ O(λ2d1/2n log2(2d/δ) + λn3/2∥E[z]∥2 log(2/δ)).
Proof of Lemma 17. First observe that we can write
∣W −E[W ]∣ = RRRRRRRRRRR∑i<j⟨zi, zj⟩ − ⟨E[z],E[z]⟩
RRRRRRRRRRR
=
RRRRRRRRRRR∑i<j⟨zi − E[z], zj − E[z]⟩ +∑i<j⟨zi −E[z],E[z]⟩ +∑i<j⟨zj −E[z],E[z]⟩
RRRRRRRRRRR
≤
RRRRRRRRRRR∑i<j⟨zi − E[z], zj −E[z]⟩
RRRRRRRRRRR´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
S1
+ (n − 1)∣ n∑
i=1
⟨zi − E[z],E[z]⟩∣´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
S2
.
We bound S2 first. DefineB = ∥E[z]∥2. Observe that for each i, the summand is subexponential: ⟨zi − E[z],E[z]⟩ ∼
subE(λB). Consequently, Bernstein’s inequality implies that with probability at least 1 − δ,
S2 ≤ O(λBn3/2(log(2/δ))1/2 + 2λBn log(2/δ)).
For S1, we first apply a decoupling inequality. Let z′1, . . . , z′n be a sequence of independent copies of
z1, . . . , zn. Then by Theorem 3.4.1 of de la Peña and Giné (1998), there are universal constants C, c > 0
such that for any t ≥ 0,
Pr(S1 > t) ≤ C Pr⎛⎝RRRRRRRRRRR∑i<j⟨zi −E[z], z′j − E[z]⟩
RRRRRRRRRRR > t/c⎞⎠.
We write ∑
i<j
⟨zi −E[z], z′j − E[z]⟩ = n∑
i=1
⟨zi −E[z], n∑
j=i+1
z′j − E[z]⟩ = n∑
i=1
⟨zi − E[z],Zi⟩,
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where Zi = ∑nj=i+1 z′j −E[z]. Now condition on z′1, . . . , z′n. Then ⟨zi − E[z],Zi⟩ ∼ subE(λ∥Zi∥2). Thus, by
Bernstein’s inequality, we have that with probability at least 1 − δ, over the draw of z1, . . . , zn,RRRRRRRRRRR∑i<j⟨zi − E[z], z′j − E[z]⟩
RRRRRRRRRRR ≤ O(λ(n log(2/δ))1/2 + λ log(2/δ)) ⋅maxi∈[n]∥Zi∥2.
Next, using Lemma 11, we have that with probability at least 1 − δ,
max
i∈[n]∥Zi∥2 ≤ O(λ√dn log(2d/δ) + λd1/2 log(2d/δ)).
Thus, by union bound, after grouping terms we get that with probability at least 1 − δ,RRRRRRRRRRR∑i<j⟨zi − E[z], z′j −E[z]⟩
RRRRRRRRRRR ≤ O(λ2d1/2n log2(2d/δ)),
and
S2 ≤ O(λ2d1/2n log2(2d/δ)).
Taking a union bound yields the final result.
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the distribution over random vectors x′ ∶= Σ−1/2x, and let Σ̂′ denote the
empirical covariance under this distribution. Since E[x′x′⊺] = I , we may apply Proposition 12, which
implies that with probability at least 1 − δ,
1 − ε ≤ λ
1/2
min(Σ̂′) ≤ λ1/2max(Σ̂′) ≤ 1 + ε,
where ε ≤ 50λ−1min(Σ)τ2√d+log(2/δ)m , and we have used that the subgaussian parameter of x′ is at most
λ−1min(Σ) times that of x. We can equivalently write this expression as
1 − ε ≤ λ
1/2
min
(Σ−1/2Σ̂Σ−1/2) ≤ λ1/2max(Σ−1/2Σ̂Σ−1/2) ≤ 1 + ε.
Note also that once m ≥ C(d + log(2/δ))τ4/λmin(Σ) for some universal constant C , we have ε ≤ 1/2.
Applying the same reasoning to Σ̂1 and taking a union bound, then appealing to Theorem 16 yields the
result. We use that λmax(Σ) ≤ τ2 to simplify the final expression.
C.2 Proof of Theorem 3
C.2.1 Basic technical results
In this section we prove some utility results that bound the scale of various random variables appearing in
the analysis of LIMECB.
Proposition 18. For all a, ℓ(a) ∼ subG(4τ2).
Proof. We have ℓ(a) = ⟨β⋆, φm⋆(x)⟩ + εa, where εa = ℓ(a) − E[ℓ(a) ∣ x]. Note that ⟨β⋆, φm⋆(x)⟩ has
subgaussian parameter B2τ2, and εa has subgaussian parameter σ2, so the triangle inequality for subgaus-
sian parameters implies that the parameter of ℓ(a) is at most (Bτ + σ)2 ≤ 4τ2, where we have used the
assumption that B ≤ 1 and σ ≤ τ .
Proposition 19. With probability at least 1 − δ, maxa∈A,t∈[T ]∣ℓt(a)∣ ≤ O(τ√log(KT /δ)).
Proof. Immediate consequence of Proposition 18, along with Hoeffding’s inequality and a union bound.
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C.2.2 Square loss translation
We first introduce some additional notation. Let L⋆m =minπ∈Πm L(π). Recall that
β⋆m = argmin
β∈Rdm
1
K
∑
a∈A
Ex∼D(⟨β,φm(x,a)⟩ − ℓ(a))2.
We let πsqm(x) = argmina∈A⟨β⋆m, φm(x,a)⟩ be the induced policy.
Proposition 20. For all m ∈ [M], β⋆m is uniquely defined, and β⋆m = (β⋆,0dm−dm⋆ ) for all m ≥ m⋆. As a
consequence:
• π
sq
m = π
⋆ for allm ≥m⋆.
• Ei,m⋆ = Ei,j for all i ∈ [M] and all j ≥m⋆.
• Ei,j = 0 for all j > i ≥m⋆.
Proof of Proposition 20. That each β⋆m is uniquely defined follows from the assumption that λmin(Σm) >
0, since this implies that the optimization problem (3) is strongly convex.
To show that β⋆m = (β⋆,0dm−dm⋆ ) when m ≥ m⋆, observe that by first order conditions, β⋆m is uniquely
defined via
β⋆m = Σ−1m ⋅ 1K ∑a∈A E(x,ℓ)∼D[φm(x,a)ℓ(a)].
But note that for each a ∈ A, the realizability assumption (1) implies that
E(x,ℓ)∼D[φm(x,a)ℓ(a)] = Ex∼D[φm(x,a)⟨φm⋆(x,a), β⋆⟩]
= Ex∼D[φm(x,a)φm(x,a)⊺(β⋆,0dm−dm⋆ )],
where the last equality follows from the nested feature map assumption. Combining this with the preceding
identity, we have
β⋆m = Σ−1mΣm(β⋆,0dm−dm⋆ ) = (β⋆,0dm−dm⋆ ).
The remaining claims now follow immediately from the definition of πsq and Ei,j .
Proposition 21. For all a ∈A andm ∈ [M], we have ∥E[φm(x,a)ℓ(a)]∥2 ≤ τ2. For allm ∈ [M], we have∥β⋆m∥2 ≤ τ/γ, and so πsqm ∈ Πm.
Proof. For the first claim, we use realizability to write
E[φm(x,a)ℓ(a)] = E[φm(x,a)⟨φm⋆(x,a), β⋆⟩]
Hence any θ ∈ Rdm with ∥θ∥2 ≤ 1, we have
⟨E[φm(x,a)ℓ(a)], θ⟩ = E[⟨φm(x,a), θ⟩⟨φm⋆(x,a), β⋆⟩]
≤
√
E⟨φm(x,a), θ⟩2 ⋅E⟨φm⋆(x,a), β⋆⟩2
≤ τ2,
where the first inequality is Cauchy-Schwarz and the second follows because ∥β⋆∥2 ≤ 1 by assumption and
all feature maps belong to subGdm(τ2). For the second claim, recall as in the proof of Proposition 20 that
β⋆m is uniquely defined as
β⋆m = Σ−1m ⋅ 1K ∑a∈AE(x,ℓ)∼D[φm(x,a)ℓ(a)] = 1K ∑a∈AE(x,ℓ)∼D[Σ−1m φm(x,a)⟨φm⋆(x,a), β⋆⟩].
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Following the same approach as for the first claim, for any any θ ∈ Rdm with ∥θ∥2 ≤ 1, we have
⟨θ, β⋆m⟩ = 1
K
∑
a∈A
E(x,ℓ)∼D[⟨Σ−1m φm(x,a), θ⟩⟨φm⋆(x,a), β⋆⟩]
≤
¿ÁÁÀ 1
K
∑
a∈A
E(x,ℓ)∼D⟨Σ−1m φm(x,a), θ⟩2 ⋅ 1K ∑a∈AE(x,ℓ)∼D⟨φm⋆(x,a), β⋆⟩2
=
¿ÁÁÀ⟨Σ−1m θ, θ⟩ ⋅ 1
K
∑
a∈A
E(x,ℓ)∼D⟨φm⋆(x,a), β⋆⟩2
≤ τ/γ,
where we again have used that ∥β⋆∥2 ≤ 1.
Lemma 22. For all i ∈ [M], and all j ≥m⋆,
∆i,j ≤ L(πsqi ) −L(πsqj ) ≤√4K ⋅ Ei,j. (17)
Proof of Lemma 22. Observe that we have
L⋆i −L⋆j ≤ L(πsqi ) −L(π⋆j ) = L(πsqi ) −L(πsqj ),
where the inequality holds because πsqi ∈ Πi and the equality follows from Proposition 20 and the assumption
that j ≥m⋆. Using realizability along with the representation for β⋆j from Proposition 20, we write
L(πsqi ) −L(πsqj ) = Ex∼D[⟨β⋆j , φj(x,πsqi (x))⟩ − ⟨β⋆j , φj(x,πsqj (x))⟩]
For each x, we have ⟨β⋆i , φi(x,πsqj (x))⟩ − ⟨β⋆i , φi(x,πsqi (x))⟩ ≥ 0,
which follows from the definition of πsqi . We add this inequality to the preceding equation to get
L(πsqi ) −L(πsqj ) ≤ Ex∼D[⟨β⋆j , φj(x,πsqi (x))⟩ − ⟨β⋆i , φi(x,πsqi (x))⟩]
+ Ex∼D[⟨β⋆i , φi(x,πsqj (x))⟩ − ⟨β⋆j , φj(x,πsqj (x))⟩]
≤ 2Ex∼Dmax
a
∣⟨β⋆i , φi(x,a)⟩ − ⟨β⋆j , φj(x,a)⟩∣.
Lastly, using Jensen’s inequality, we have
Ex∼Dmax
a
∣⟨β⋆i , φi(x,a)⟩ − ⟨β⋆j , φj(x,a)⟩∣ ≤√Ex∼Dmaxa(⟨β⋆i , φi(x,a)⟩ − ⟨β⋆j , φj(x,a)⟩)2
≤
√
K ⋅ 1
K ∑a∈AEx∼D(⟨β⋆i , φi(x,a)⟩ − ⟨β⋆j , φj(x,a)⟩)2
=
√
K ⋅ Ei,j.
C.2.3 Decomposition of regret
To proceed with the analysis we require some additional notation. We let N be the number of values that
m̂ takes on throughout the execution of the algorithm (i.e., N is the number of candidate policy classes that
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are tried), and let m̂k for k ∈ [N] denote the kth such value. We let Ik ⊆ [T ] denote the interval for which
m̂ = m̂k, and let Tk denote the first timestep in this interval.
We let St denote the value of the set S at step t (after uniform exploration has occurred, if it occurred). We
let Ik = Ik ∖ ST denote the rounds in interval k in which uniform exploration did not occur.
We let Êij(t) the random variable defined by running ESTIMATERESIDUAL using the dataset Hj(t) ={(φj(xs, as), ℓs(as))}s∈St and empirical second moment matrices Σ̂i and Σ̂j at time t. Note that Êi,j(t) is
well-defined even for pairs (i, j) for which the algorithm does not invoke ESTIMATERESIDUAL at time t.
We partition the intervals as follows: Let k0 be the first interval containing t ≥ Tminm⋆ , and let k1 be the first
inteval for which k ≥ m⋆. We will eventually show that with high probability k1 ≥ N , or in other words,
once the algorithm reaches a class containing the optimal policy it never leaves (if it reaches such a class,
that is).
Let Reg(Ik) denote the regret tom⋆ incurred throughout interval k. We bound regret to π⋆ as
Reg ≤
k0−1∑
k=1
Reg(Ik) + k1−1∑
k=k0
Reg(Ik) + N∑
k=k1
Reg(Ik). (18)
The main result in this subsection is Lemma 23 which shows that with high probability, the estimators Êi,j
and EXP4-IX instances invoked by the algorithm behave as expected, and various quantities arising in the
regret analysis are bounded appropriately.
Lemma 23. Let A be the event that the following properties hold:
1. For all a ∈ A and t ∈ [T ], ∣ℓt(a)∣ ≤ O(τ√log(KT /δ0)). (event A1)
2. For all t ≥ Tmin1 ,
1
8
Kκt1−κ ≤ ∣St∣ ≤ 4Kκt1−κ. (event A2)
3. For all i < j, for all t ≥ Tminj , ∣Êi,j(t) − Ei,j ∣ ≤ 12Ei,j + αj,t. (event A3)
4. For all k, ∑t∈Ik ℓt(at) − ℓt(πsqm̂k(xt)) ≤ O(τ√dm̂k ∣Ik∣ ⋅K log2(TK/δ0) log dm̂k).
(event A4)
5. For all i, j ∈ [M] and all intervals I = [t1, t2],
∑
t∈I
ℓt(πsqi (xt)) − ℓt(πsqj (xt)) ≤ ∣I ∣ ⋅ (L(πsqi ) −L(πsqj )) +O(τ√∣I ∣ log(2/δ0)).
(event A5)
When C1 and C2 are sufficiently large constants, event A holds with probability at least 1 − δ.
Proof of Lemma 23. First, note that event A1 holds with probability at least 1 − δ/10 by Proposition 19.
We now move on to A2. For any fixed t, Bernstein’s inequality implies that with probability at least 1 − δ0,
∣St∣ ≥ Et∣St∣ −√4E∣St∣ log(2/δ0) − log(2/δ0) ≥ 1
2
E∣Sk ∣ − 3 log(2/δ0),
and likewise implies that ∣St∣ ≤ 32 E∣St∣ + 3 log(2/δ0). Next, note that
E∣St∣ = ∑ts=1(1 ∧ Kκsκ ).
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It follows that E∣St∣ ≤ 2Kκt1−κ. We also have E∣St∣ ≥ Kκ(t1−κ − 2K1−κ), which is lower bounded by
Kκt1−κ/2 once t ≥ 4 11−κK , and in particular once t ≥ Tmin1 whenever C2 is sufficiently large. If we union
bound over all t, these results together imply that once t ≥ (30 log(2/δ0)/Kκ) 11−κ (which is implied by
t ≥ Tmin1 when C2 is large enough), then with probability at least 1 − δ0T ≥ 1 − δ/10, for all t,
1
8
Kκt1−κ ≤ ∣St∣ ≤ 4Kκt1−κ.
ForA3, let t and i < j be fixed. Note that conditioned on the size of ∣St∣, the examples {φj(xs, as), ℓs(as))}s∈St
are i.i.d. Consequently, Corollary ?? implies that with probability at least 1 − δ0,
∣Êi,j(t) − Ei,j ∣ ≤ 1
2
Ei,j +O
⎛⎜⎝τ
6
γ4
⋅
d
1/2
j log
2(2dj/δ0)∣St∣ + τ10γ8 ⋅ dj log(2/δ0)t ⎞⎟⎠,
where we have used Proposition 18 to show that ℓs(as) ∼ subG(4τ2) and used Proposition 21 to show that∥ 1
K ∑a∈AE[φj(x,a)ℓ(a)]∥2 ≤ τ2. Conditioned on A2, we have ∣St∣ = Ω(Kκt1−κ) once t ≥ Tmin1 , and so
when C1 is a sufficiently large absolute constant, ∣Êi,j − Ei,j ∣ ≤ 12Ei,j + αj,t. By union bound, we get that
conditioned on event A2, event A3 holds with probability at least 1 −M3Tδ0 ≥ 1 − δ/10.
To prove A4, we appeal to Proposition 14. To do so, we verify the following facts: 1. Losses belong
to subG(4τ2) (Proposition 18) 2. Each policy class Πm is compact and contains πsqm (compactness is im-
mediate, containment of πsqm follows from Proposition 21) 3. The Natarajan dimension of Πm is at most
O(dm log(dm)) (Proposition 15).
Now let k ∈ [N] be fixed. Since Proposition 14 provides an anytime regret guarantee for EXP4-IX, and
since the context-loss pairs fed into the algorithm still follow the distribution D (the step at which we
perform uniform exploration does not alter the distribution). Consequently, conditioned on the history up
until time Tk, we have that with probability at least 1 − δ0,
∑
t∈Ik
ℓt(at) − ℓt(πsqm̂k(xt)) ≤ O(τ√dm̂k ∣Ik∣ ⋅K log2(TK/δ0) log dm̂k),
since Ik is precisely the set of rounds for which the EXP4-IX instance was active in epoch k. Taking a
union bound over allM EXP4-IX instances and all possible starting times for each instances, we have that
with probability at least 1 −MTδ0 ≥ 1 − δ/10, the inequality above holds for all k.
For A5, let i, j ∈ [M] and the interval I = {t1, . . . , t2} ⊂ [T ] be fixed. The, since ℓt(a) ∼ subG(4τ2) for all
a. Hoeffding’s inequality implies that with probability at least 1 − δ0,
∑
t∈I
ℓt(πsqi (xt)) − ℓt(πsqj (xt)) ≤ ∣I ∣ ⋅ (L(πsqi ) −L(πsqj )) +O(τ√∣I ∣ log(2/δ0)).
By a union bound over all i, j pairs and all such intervals, we have that A5 occurs with probability at least
1 −M2T 2δ0 ≥ 1 − δ/10. Taking a union bound over events A1 through A5 leads to the final result.
C.2.4 Final bound
We now use the regret decomposition (18) in conjunction with Lemma 23 to prove the theorem. We use O˜
to suppress factors logarithmic inK , T ,M , and log(1/δ).
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Condition on the event A in Lemma 23, which happens with probability at least 1 − δ so long as C1 and C2
are sufficiently large absolute constants.
We begin from the regret decomposition
Reg ≤ k0−1∑
k=1
Reg(Ik) + k1−1∑
k=k0
Reg(Ik) + N∑
k=k1
Reg(Ik).
We first handle regret from intervals before k0, which is the simplest case. Observe that that ∑k0−1i=1 ∣Ik ∣ ≤
Tminm⋆ . Combined with event A1, this implies that
k0−1∑
k=1
Reg(Ik) ≤ 2Tk0 ⋅ max
a∈A,t∈[T ]∣ℓt(a)∣ ≤ O˜(τ3γ2 ⋅ dm⋆ log3/2(2/δ) + τ log2(2/δ) + τK log1/2(2/δ)), (19)
whenever κ ≤ 1/3. For every other interval, we bound the regret as follows:
Reg(Ik) = ∑
t∈Ik
ℓt(at) − ℓt(π⋆(xt))
= ∑
t∈Ik
ℓt(at) − ℓt(πsqm⋆(xt)) (using Proposition 20)
= ∑
t∈Ik
ℓt(at) − ℓt(πsqm̂k(xt)) + ∑
t∈Ik
ℓt(πsqm̂k(xt)) − ℓt(πsqm⋆(xt)).
For the first summation, using event A1 and A4, we have
∑
t∈Ik
ℓt(at) − ℓt(πsqm̂k(xt)) ≤ ∑
t∈Ik
ℓt(at) − ℓt(πsqm̂k(xt)) + O˜(∣Ik ∩ ST ∣ ⋅ τ√log(2/δ))
≤ O˜(τ√dm̂k ∣Ik ∣ ⋅K log2(2/δ)) + O˜(∣Ik ∩ ST ∣ ⋅ τ√log(2/δ)).
The second summation is exactly zero when k ≥ k1, otherwise we invoke event A5 and Lemma 22, which
imply
∑
t∈Ik
ℓt(πsqm̂k(xt)) − ℓt(πsqm⋆(xt)) ≤ ∣Ik ∣ ⋅ (L(πsqm̂k) −L(πsqm⋆k)) + O˜(τ√∣Ik ∣ log(2/δ))
≤ O(∣Ik ∣√K ⋅ Em̂k,m⋆) + O˜(τ√∣Ik ∣ log(2/δ)).
Combining these results, we get that
k1−1∑
k=k0
Reg(Ik) + N∑
k=k1
Reg(Ik)
≤ O˜(∣ST ∣ ⋅ τ√log(2/δ)) + O˜⎛⎝ N∑k=k1 τ
√
dm̂k ∣Ik ∣ ⋅K log2(2/δ)⎞⎠
+ O˜
⎛⎝k1−1∑k=k0 τ
√
dm̂k ∣Ik ∣ ⋅K log2(2/δ) + ∣Ik ∣√K ⋅ Em̂k,m⋆ + τ√∣Ik ∣ log(2/δ)⎞⎠. (20)
From here we split into two cases.
Regret after k1 We first claim that if m̂k ≥ m⋆, it must be the case that k = N , or in other words, if
it happens that we switch to a policy class containing π⋆, we never leave this class. Indeed, suppose that
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m̂k ≥ m
⋆, and that at time Tk+1 we switched to m̂k+1 ≠ m̂k. Then it must have been the case that for
t = Tk+1 − 1, there was some i for which
Êm̂,i(t) ≥ 2αi,t.
But since we have t ≥ Tmini , event A3 then implies that
3
2
Em̂,i ≥ Êm̂,i(t) − αi,t ≥ αi,t > 0,
which is a contradiction because Ei,j = 0 for allm⋆ ≤ i < j by Proposition 20. We conclude that
N∑
k=k1
τ
√
dm̂k ∣Ik ∣ ⋅K log2(2/δ) = τ√dm̂N ∣IN ∣ ⋅K log2(2/δ),
in the case where k1 = N , and is zero otherwise. It remains to show that if we happen to overshoot the class
m⋆ (i.e., m̂N >m⋆), then dm̂N is not too large relative to dm⋆ .
Suppose m̂N > m⋆, let j ∶= m̂k1 and consider the epoch prior to N . At the time t = TN − 1 at which we
switched, the definition of m̂ implies that we must have had
Êm̂,m⋆(t) ≤ 2αm⋆,t and Êm̂,j(t) ≥ 2αj,t.
Using event A3, this implies that Em̂,m⋆ ≤ 6αm⋆,t and 32Em̂,j ≥ αj,t. However, Proposition 20 impliesEm̂,j = Em̂,m⋆ , and so we get that αj,t ≤ 9αm⋆,t. Expanding out the definition for the αm,t, and defining
c1 =
τ6
γ4
⋅
1
Kκt1−κ and c2 =
τ10
γ8
⋅
log(2/δ0)
t
, this implies
C1 ⋅ (c1 ⋅ d1/2j log2(2dj/δ0) + c2 ⋅ dj) ≤ 9C1 ⋅ (c1 ⋅ d1/2m⋆ log2(2dm⋆/δ0) + c2 ⋅ dm⋆)
or, simplifying,
c1 ⋅ d
1/2
j log
2(2dj/δ0) ≤ 9c1 ⋅ d1/2m⋆ log2(2dm⋆/δ0) + c2(9dm⋆ − dj)
Now consider two cases. If dj < 9dm⋆ we are done. If not, the inequality above implies d
1/2
j log
2(2dj/δ0) ≤
d
1/2
m⋆ log
2(2dm⋆/δ0). We conclude that dj = O(dm⋆), so
N∑
k=k1
τ
√
dm̂k ∣Ik ∣ ⋅K log2(2/δ) = O(τ√dm⋆ ∣IN ∣ ⋅K log2(2/δ)). (21)
Regret between k0 and k1 Let k0 ≤ k < k1. We will bound the term
τ
√
dm̂k ∣Ik ∣ ⋅K log2(2/δ) + ∣Ik ∣√K ⋅ Em̂k ,m⋆
appearing in (20). For the first term, note that we trivially have dm̂k ≤ dm⋆ . For the second, consider
t = Tk+1 − 2. Since we did not switch at this time, we have Êm̂k,m⋆(t) ≤ 2αm⋆,t. Combined with event A3,
since t ≥ Tminm⋆ − 1, this implies that Em̂k ,m⋆ ≤ 6αm⋆,t, and so
∣Ik ∣√K ⋅ Em̂k,m⋆ ≤ O˜⎛⎜⎝τ
3
γ2
⋅ ∣Ik ∣K 12 (1−κ)d1/4m⋆ log(2/δ)
T
1
2
(1−κ)
k+1
⎞⎟⎠ + O˜⎛⎝τ
5
γ4
⋅ ∣Ik ∣√Kdm⋆ log(2/δ)
Tk+1
⎞⎠
≤ O˜(τ3
γ2
⋅K
1
2
(1−κ)∣Ik ∣ 12 (1+κ)d1/4m⋆ log(2/δ)) + O˜(τ5γ4 ⋅√∣Ik ∣Kdm⋆ log(2/δ)). (22)
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Final result We combine equations (19), (20), (21), and (22), and use the bound on ∣ST ∣ from event A2 to
get
Reg ≤ O˜( N∑
k=1
τ
√
K ∣Ik ∣dm⋆ log2(2/δ) + τ√log(2/δ)KκT 1−κ + τ3
γ2
⋅ dm⋆ log
3/2(2/δ))
+ O˜( N∑
k=1
τ3
γ2
⋅K
1
2
(1−κ)∣Ik ∣ 12 (1+κ)d1/4m⋆ log(2/δ) + N∑
k=1
τ5
γ4
⋅
√
K ∣Ik ∣dm⋆ log(2/δ)).
Using that τ/γ ≥ 1 and Jensen’s inequality, this simplifies to an upper bound of
≤ O˜(τ√log(2/δ)KκT 1−κ + τ3
γ2
⋅K
1
2
(1−κ)(Tm⋆) 12 (1+κ)d1/4m⋆ log(2/δ) + τ5γ4 ⋅√KTm⋆dm⋆ log2(2/δ)).
For the choice κ = 1/3, this becomes
Reg ≤ O˜(τ√log(2/δ)K1/3T 2/3 + τ3
γ2
⋅K1/3(Tm⋆)2/3d1/4m⋆ log(2/δ) + τ5γ4 ⋅√KTm⋆dm⋆ log2(2/δ))
≤ O˜(τ3
γ2
⋅ (Kdm⋆)1/3(Tm⋆)2/3 log(2/δ) + τ5
γ4
⋅
√
KTm⋆dm⋆ log2(2/δ)).
Whenever this regret bound is non-trivial, both terms above can be upper bounded as
Reg ≤ O˜(τ4
γ3
⋅ (Kdm⋆)1/3(Tm⋆)2/3 log(2/δ)).
For the choice κ = 1/4, we have
Reg ≤ O˜(τ√log(2/δ)K1/4T 3/4 + τ3
γ2
⋅K3/8(Tm⋆)5/8d1/4m⋆ log(2/δ) + τ5γ4 ⋅√KTm⋆dm⋆ log2(2/δ)).
To simplify the middle term above we consider two cases. IfK1/8d1/4m⋆ ≤ (Tm⋆)1/8, thenK3/8(Tm⋆)5/8d1/4m⋆ ≤
K1/4(Tm⋆)3/4. If this does not hold, then we have
K3/8(Tm⋆)5/8d1/4m⋆ =K3/8√Tm⋆d1/4m⋆ ⋅ (Tm⋆)1/8 ≤√KTm⋆dm⋆ .
Combining these results and using again that τ/γ ≥ 1, we have
Reg ≤ O˜(τ3
γ2
⋅K1/4(Tm⋆)3/4 log(2/δ) + τ5
γ4
⋅
√
KTm⋆dm⋆ log(2/δ)).
C.3 Proofs for remaining results
Proof of Theorem 4. This result is a fairly immediate consequence of Theorem 3. Let i ≥ 1 be such that
ei−1 ≤ dm⋆ ≤ ei. Then the feature map φ¯i must not have been removed by the duplicate removal step.
Moreover, since φ¯i was chosen to be the largest feature map with dimension bounded by ei, the policy class
it induces must contain the policy class induced by φm
⋆
by nestedness, and the realizability assumption
is preserved by the new set of feature maps. Lastly, we observe that i ≤ log(dm⋆) ≤ log(T ), and that
di ≤ e ⋅ dm⋆ , leading to the result.
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